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Internatio nal Club
to hold mock U.N.
ses Ion at e.s.c.
be served for all active participants of the event. The day will
end with a final resolution and
'*World Hunger": we've heard closing ceremonial speech given
about it over and over again. by a guest speaker.
The three educational instituWhat is really being done to
relieve it? Or if something is tions that are going to make up
being done, how effective are the the participants are the followresults? How can we make a dif- ing: Bridgewater State College,
ference? We can make a differ- Massasoit Community College
ence by getting involved and (International Touch Club) and
being more aware of the the Bridgewater-Raynham High
situation!
School (World Affairs Club). If
On November 22. 1986, from you are a BSC student, you are
10:00 to 4:30 the International urged to apply to represent a
Club at Bridgewater State Col- nation-state of. your choosing.
lege is sponsoring its first annual Applications are at the bottom
model United Nations. The of this article. Please bring appli-·
theme of the all day affair is cations to the International Club
'World Hunger.' Important which is located opposite the
questions on world hunger will Rathskellar in the Student
be addressed. Students and Union. Also, they can be given to
faculty are urged to participate Mr. Mitrano who is the Intema··
and attend this festive and cultu- tional Student Advisor. Hii.
ral occasion.
office can be found within Stu··
The day's agenda &tarts with dent Services at Boyden Hall.
t e . -0~.n!~lg ·ce~e,moni~s ~~ich , ... }hi~ ,is a u7iq~tt' ?cca,;\nn "~t
'~~-~W'~b'ril'':t.~1c9tfd,gewater:aricf·should·not··be
hunger organization. The Parli~ missed. ·It will be a learning expeamentary procedure will then · rience for all. Both international
begin after an opening speech students and American students
given by Harvard University's wi11 get a feeling for a different
model United Nations' modera- culture and just how interde~
tor. At 12:30 a buffet lunch will·. pendent we are in this world.

By

Dan Pailes

NAME:
CLASS:
MAJOR:
TELEPHONE:
One or two sentences why you
would like to participate.

Eric Loring spots his child attempting to master the concept of directionality
on the trampoline at the Children's Developmental Clinic. See related story,
photos, P·. 6-7.

Nation-State you would like to
represent

Peg Stearn-S he'll look you right in the eye
.

By
Brent F. Rossi

The first thing you notice·
about the new Protestant
Chaplain is her eyes. They
are constantly fixed on whomever she is speaking to.
You have her undivided
attention. Somehow you
know that she is going to
listen to every word you say.
The next thing you notice
is that Peg Stearn is going to
speak her mind. She11 tell
you exactly what she thinks
about any topic. What does
she think about her new
home· and workplace,
B!i~gewater State?

"Bridgewater has an
excellent faculty~ committed, enthused. They love
teach\ng.
"TJte college administration, local cle.rgy, community, alumni and faculty have
been a big help."
And the students?
"The students I've met
also impress me. They seem
very solid, both young and
old. students. They have
solid values and visions for
·their own lives.
"Everyone's working very
hard, and they don l have a
whole lot of time ..,
Stearn said that in the
1980'5,. there are many face~

.•

of concern for the Protestant ~Chaplain on campus
that include counselling and
teaching.
urd like to get students
and faculty together to talk
· about all sorts of issues, and.
address those issues, both in
the c:IDrms and in the Student Union."
She has found everyone
on campus very helpful at a
hectic ume for her.
"I h4ven't found a lot of
hostilit¥ or opposition," she
said. "What I have found is a
lot of, people wondering
what's . going to happen."
Stearn .does have-her work
C!Jt ou&_for .~~·- wit~ ~~ly

two of ~very ten students

being Protestant; but she is
looking forward to working
closely wjth Father Bob and
Sister Io' An.ne at the
Catholic Center and Rabbi
Ben Lefko~tz.
What is Stearn's goal?
"I think it's to really serve
the Jlridgewater community,, to minister to the needs
of the students, to encourage.
and to . challenge and to
empower each of us so we
can live out our lives happily
and create a Joving world.'"
Steam did her undergrad.
uate. studies at the Univcrsity of New Hampshire, and
s1udied religi.~n_ at .Union

Theologian in New York
City. She was ·ordained as a
United ·Church of Christ
minister in 1973. From
Jhcre, she served for nine
years on the south side of
Chicago at the University of
Chicago. She then spent a
year in Montana and two
years in Califomia at a
retreat center.· She finally
returned .to eastern .shores
becaµse ~rd bee'. IJPing west
and reached. the- ilinit, so. I .
decided (1 go· ba~k east.
Actually, I wanted to bring
up my children in familiar
s_urroundings. f f
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"Green Guardsman" Reagan negotiates principles

with a gripe

By

Kelly Spalding
Mr. Rossi:
Your article in the Comment
was most enlightening as to the
perlormance of the campus
police. I, being the .. Green
Guardsman " the satire was
directed toward, feel that there
are a few points that need a little
fine tuning, as, for every incident, there are always many
perspectives.
First the setting. I "clearly"
remember holding a conversation along similar lines below the
104 sign, directly across from
Tillinghast Hall's mail room
door early in the morning. As to
your actions, I can only comment on having observed you
while ..clearing your heads" pulling on the Summer St., Scott
Hall lower level door, proceding
around the back of the dormitory and then pulling on the rear
door adjacent the tennis courts.
These actions in addition to the
quick "about face" as my presence was detected perked my ,
curiosity enough to speculate
you were not residents of the .
dormitory and I should maybe
ask a couple of questions as to
why you would like .to get in the
dorm.
Upon checking yotirl.D;s.,m y

campus police should ignore
attempted intrusions by "taxpayers,•• non-students , or any
other person about in the night
time (remember Richard Spect)
that feels like entering a
dormitory.
Another fuzzy point I would
like to touch upon is, as you were
noted not being residents trying
to get into the dorm, it is in the
best interests of the staff and residents of that dorm to educate
you as to the lawful means of
entry, "including" a guarded
warning that failure to comply
with dormitory access policy
may make you subject to arrest.
As an ending comment, I
would like to point out casually
that the framework of my job
entails extracting information
from people which takes a
moment or two. This may be
confused with stalling. Also, as a
representativ e of the college, I
must recite policy, whether or
not the conversation (not a
debate) is indubitable and I bid
my "generic goodbye" and take
my leave: As there are no "score
cards" in society to indicate who
is good and who is up to no
good, only your actions in<,\icate
if I· am to engage. yo:q~~nteonver~

students were "non-residents.••
Now Mr. Rossi, let's set aside
our perspectiv~s and ask the staff
and residents of Scott Hall if the

care to talk to me, take time to
find the correct way of entering a
dqrmitory before pulling on
doors.

Remember Ronald Reagan's Inauguration Day way
back in January of 1981?
What a fantastic day in
American History! It was
like a turning point for the
U.S. The passive and seemingly ineffectual Jimmy Carter was on his way out and
America opened her arms
wholehearted ly to the coming of her savior, the strong
and virile Ronald Reagan.
The Carter Administration represented, to many,
the failure of the U.S. to
overcome. terrorism. Most
of us are old enough to
remember the disbelief,
anger and humiliation of
having our fellow Americans taken hostage by
Islamic fanatics in our supposedly "politically impregnable" embassy in Tehran,
Iran. This was definitely a
era dark in;, American
History.
But then our hero,
Ronald Reagan, walked
into the scene. I can
remember being on the
road, driving from Cleve-:
iland to Cincinnati on lnaug-

, -~·~·Trmii1ion"'provea"'correcr;···50111· ~ . . sati cnr~·-'"or~,nr;t~' ·an·cf' Jf·~yblf'"ttotr'f ·
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worked on

Everyone makes them.
If you see a mistake In t~is paper, .
please, notify us. Stop by our office,
next to the book store.
Thank you.

Editor in Chief

Busine.'i.~

Manager
Photography Editor
Emertafnment Ediror
Graphir Ans
Advertisement Manager
News Editor
Sports Editor

John Young
John Burns
Christine Howard
SC'ott £<1au

Jim Lynch

Ann Sliney
Brent Rossf
Bifl Bilodeau
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Reagan

So while we Americans
have been sitting in front of
our .TV~s for the past fourteen months listening to
"We will not negotiate with
terrorists," our President
has been busy dealing arms
to one of our most vehement
enemies, Iran. The U.S.
must be the laughing stock
~f the world. We have
George Shultz jet-setting
around the world with the
plea,"Don't sell arms to
Iran," while our own Presi-

doesn't end terrorism, it
only· gives the impression
that we are weak and opens
the door to more terrorism.
But Reagan negotiated with
terrorists and in the process
managed to bend a few
rules. Terry Waite and Syria
are not \responsible for the
freedom of these three m~n.
Ronald Reagan and our
"friends .. Iran get the credit
for this charade. Thanks for
reaffirming my faith in
American government Ron.

sion: convert my room into its
usual comfortable form. This is
no easy task. First, you confront
It was a hot, steamy night in · the housemothe r. Yes, the
the jungles of Scott Hall... And . woman in the office on the
that's exactly how I felt as I ~at in ground floor. Cautiously you
my room beginning to feel like app·roach, about to bombard her
Indiana Jones in Brazil about to with questions concerning your
embark on another adventure.
steamy quarters. Soon you realI probably would have felt ize she ·could be your key to
better if my room at least looked learning how to deal with your
and sounded like the tropical built-in rain forest. She replies;
rain forest it felt like. All l resembling a human Yoda, that
needed were some tropical the· Force is working to alleviate
plants, exotic birds ·with their the problem. You leavej'eeling
distinctive calls, the sound of a relieved, assured that the Force
panther, the hiss of a boa con- · will take ·care of the mysterious
strictor... But wait~ I did hear steam.
some hissing. The wo~derful,
But, will the Force come
constant hiss of my radiator; through and wipe. out mine and
instead of a snake.
other's rain forests to bring you
O.K Now I have the setting. back to New England on a fall
Now for the adventure; My mis- evening? Yesl! B'u·qhe Force is
Mike O'Connor

Manaf?in~ Editor
Barhara J. Murphy

that's another story.).

~

",]

said,
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negotiating

A dor m room adventure
By

Roger E.· Spring

dent is turning out to be a
major dealer.
And if the fact that the
Reagan Administrat ion is
hypocritical doesn't get you
angry, just look at how the
Administrat ion has blatantly ignored the laws of this
country. The Arms Control
Act of, 1976 states that Congress must be informed
when the Administrat ion is
exporting arms which could
"enhance the military potential of the receiving country." Congress was not
informed. The Export
Administrat ion Act of 1979
and The Omnibus Diplomatic' Security and AntiTerrorism Act of 1986 both
state that arms cannot be
sold to terrorist countries.
Iran is on our list of terrorist
countries. Why do we have
these acts? So that our President can walk all over them?
What happened to all those
lovely governmenta l checks
and balances we've been
drilled about since the sixth
grade? I guess they just don't
matter anymore.
So we got three hostages
back. There was a time when
negotiating with terrorists
wasn't good enough to, get .

•-c

cam-

paign for presidency, I was
quite ang:ry about Ronny
being- sworn in. I turned on
the radio to ·listen .to the
Address and heard that Iran
had finally decided to let our
people go. Naturally, the
excitement of Reagan being
inaugurated and the freeing
of the American hostages
blended together. For a
whole twenty-four hours I
thought Ronald Reagan,
simply b.y existing, was God.
That, coming from me, was

ER Re RS
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a major achievement in Reagan's presidency. The hostages were free and Ronny
didn't have to negotiate or
blow anyone up. Ah! Those
were the good old days!
I wonder if President Reagan has been reflecting back
to that incredible moment in
his presidency during this
past week of political turbulence? Our strong President,
the man who refused to bow
down to the demands ofterrorists, has just turned traitor to his own principles.
Ronald Reagan is a
hypocrite.
Yes, Ronald Reagan, a
man of principles, has been
selling arms to Iran in order
to free American hostages in
Lebanon and to get on the
good side of the future leaders of Iran. His intentions
are well-founde d, even
admirable when one considers the entire situation in the
Middle East. Unfortunate ly,
his intentions are not consistent with his past six years
of dogmatic rhetoric concerning terrorism. "We will
not negotiate with terrorists! "(No - instead we
dropped to the level of terrorists by bombing the inno-

not powerful enough.
After fifteen minutes of being
back in Bridgewate r, the
dreaded steam and rain forest
returns. the jungle has returned.
Back to Brazil.
You realize that you will live
in your private rain forest for a
full night. Some people could
view this newfound heat as
Spring ·Break at Fort Lauderdale. But that is a different
adventure.
Now, the Big Question.· Will
· the Force come back to do a thorough job? Or will the Force only
relieve
for a short ,period of
time, as usual and revert us back
to Indiana Jones in the jungle?
Well if the heat keeps up, we'll
have another story. Until then,
be cool, any way you can. ·

us
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En ter tai nm en t
La
hea tre perf r s
am She pard

Students rehearse a scene from the Lab Theatre's product ion of "An
Evening with Sam Shepard: Four Contemporary American Plays."

An l•nslderJs Ille w 0 f
v 1·ng Rlcha •di s ~al•e
ft
·

1'
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The Lab Theatre will perform
the Sam Shepard, Contempo rary Plays Savage I Love,
Tongues, Action, and Suicide in
Rb.The plays are directed by
Professor Dunne, performed
and designed by Laborator y
Theatre Productio ns, of the
Departmen t of Speech Communicatio n, Theater Arts, and
Communi cation Disorders .
The prolific and imaginativ e
'Sam Shepard is the author of
over 40 plays produced in the
past I 6 years. Many of them are
short but dynamic, experimen tal
works which dramatize his perceptions of the dislocatio n,
imperman ence, and sc:hisms in
American life. His plays speak in
language that elaborate s like
jazz improvisa tions to describe
emotional , psycholog ical, and
spiritual states of being that
seem distinctly American ..
Perhaps this-is because of Sam
Shepard's backgroun d. Raised
"in San Gabriel Valley in Southern California , the cowboy hero,
the myths and stories of the West
and Southwest engaged his
imaginatio n. But his first obsession was with music. Today he
plays the drums and rides in
rodeos. and these interests are

r I ·.be ~r~
gdo- ... ~~~:~:~~~~~:~:e~::.s1:~~
..~n:y~e~e:au~n~e;c:k:er;........ ...ift~~~mrm!P•iPiii8'r_
,,iinn. mlf.~s~~·~~-~.,~,. ,.~., ,1iJ~-1~lf!!!
i;~ 1 1~~'*"ti~~)l!'~i':fh°''i:•·r9111Jec:Jtawant
j

.

.

I
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Fourteen days in the woods, . constructio n.
camping, reminded me of former
Many of the people were vetedays in the Army. But instead of rans of Renaissance faires, but in
wearing green and not relishing no way was it their whole_ life ..
what was to come, I was thrilled My good friend, T.J. is a combat
to be wearing sweats, and the instructor at New York Univereight hours of work ahead. After sity, and in fact left every Sunday
work was done, I would look night to be back there for Mon~
forward to a few parties at night, day classes. The choreogra phers
love and friends.
in combat, Ross and· Stacey,
What I was preparing for was teach in Boston College and
the opening weekend of King Northeaste rn in different eleRichard's Faire in Carver, Ma. ments of theater. Ross has his
Admidst the singing, sword own dance company too; and
fighting and character work for Stacey teaches lighting design.
us actors, merchants were arrivSeveral actors came from Chiing to set up their booth's. Ever- cago and that city's Renaissanc e
thing they were going to sell faire; others were hired from
required some connection to the Boston and New York. Still
16th century Europe, such as other ·groups. were hired as side
candles, hats, cloaks, jewelry, acts for the streets of the faire.
chainmail, and pottery. Games .They are the polo brothers, mud

To -get back to rehearsals , we im~ges th~t shine _in _the m~ddJe
·had many exercises that director of.J~nlc:, hke cr~cked he!'dbghts
Larry Coheri wanted us to use in shining on deer ~- eyes....
developing comedy and characSam Shepa.rd is th~ winner ~f
·,ter conflict. For instance, Cohen the 1979 Pubtzer Pr~ze for has
created a great scene in the street full-lengt~ play Burled Child.
between the Prince of France :Shepard is als? a film actor, best
and main characters in King known for his role as Chuck
Richard's palace, by having the Yeager in 1!1e _Right Stuff. ~e
characters saying yes to wha- ;has starred m his own filmscnpt
·tever somebody wanted.
Fool for Love; as well as Paris,
Other exercises helped to TX.; Days of Heaven; Frances;
develop our 'use of character
encounters on the street which.
aided the audience in the devel- ·
opment of the murder mystery
scenerio story. Of course there
were one or two speech classes,
A unique feature of this year~s
but only a few really needed to
Bridgewat
er Invitation al is that
learn the dialect. Because the
the
participan
ts are a group of
average audien~ would not
married
couples
from the Boston
•Cont. p. 4
·area who have distinguis hed
themselves in the visual arts.
.Exhibiting their works will be
·Douglas Bell, Candace Walters;
Johri V. · Crowe, Maryjean
By
Dave Mustaine's thrash attack discovered that it's turned to
Viano-Cro we, Fred Faudie,
Bob Lang
~in itself; it's just that the speed thrash, and I guess everywher e
:Sarah Supplee, Brenda Atwood
metal fans at the last few gigs else is, too."
Pinardi, and Enrico Pinardi.
The beer is flowing freely in. haven't been entirely receptive,
Dipietro ·nods his head in
Douglas ~ll. a Visiting Lecthe small back stage dressing .so to speak. IT Quick is from the agreement and exclaims, "You
room at t~e Channel in Boston. old school of rock, before the know what the .kids called us the turer in Art at Lowell University ,
The occasion? Rock and roll, of ·glamour and the slamdanci ng other night, man?" Without recently was a participan t in
Boston Now an invitation al
course, with New Yorkers TT. took effect.
waiting for an answer, he
Quick. Although the boys in the
"I guess mainstream metal is declares, "Posers! We're not painting and sculpture exhibi..
tion at the In.stituie of Contem..
band appear to be enjoying where I sit. My influences start goddamn posers because
we
,porary
Art in Boston,~ ais gallery
themselves, it is growing close to with the Beatles and continue on don't thrash! We wear jeans
showtime and there seems to be a through Black Sabbath, Deep onstage, for Chrissakes . We -affiliation is with the Bromfield
hint of underlying tension.
. ·Purple, and good old Led .Zep- don't have any hairspray either!" Gallery (Boston) and the Clark
Galle.ry (Lincoln}. Candace WalA little more suds loosen sin- pelin." Then the real truth con;...
The diminuiti ve . guitarist
Lers,
also a Visiting Lect~rer in
ger Mark Tomillo's He~ to con- cerning strange bedfellow s. shakes his head in disgust and
,Art
at
Lowell University , is a
fide, "Opening the last few dates ·comes out ofromillo , "We were walks away. Later in the night,
current
recipieni of an Artist
with Megadeth has certainl~ out ohhe New York metal Scene while viewing' a small group
of Foundati
on .F..tllows hip in
proved to be strange bed- for nearly two years while thrashers banging their heads
in Drawing.
Her
gallery affiliation
fellows."
recording the new LP, Metal of • unison, .Dipietra murmu:s, "I
is
with
the
Clark Galleey
. Tomillo is not intimidate d by Honqr, When we ,retµ01~4~ we • Cont, ~· 4_
.(Lincoln).

B'w ate r Invi tati ona l

1

TT Quick: mainstream me tal

I

and Country.
The Theatre Arts program at
Bridgewa ter State College.
through course and rehearsal
work in Laborator y Theatre,
explores rarely produced works
of a particular genre. In Sam
Shepard's early works are great
opportun ities to explore.
Although they were often composed for one actor and musician, here, in Savage/ Love and
Tongues, the works are being
performed by an ensemble of
actors and musicians. Faculty
and students have combined
their talents to direct, design,
and light the production .
Savage/ Love and Tongues,
the first two plays in the first act,
are a series of small poems and
dialogues using various characterizations and music to create a
new feeling for the language
spoken by the actors.
Action, the last play iri the first
act, depicts four people, in one
room, around a table. Their dialogue revolves around trying to
find answers for various questions in life and the struggle to
remain sane.
The second act presents the
play Suicide In Bb. This story.,
too, deals with sanity and insanl
ity, as we\\ as reality and unreal1
it~,. in a de~ccti,y~ sH>J"Y,.tt~ttms.. . .
' Di.Iring the first weekend in
Decem~r, begining on Thurs·
day, Dec. 4, at 8:00 p.m. in the
S. U; auditorium the Laborator y
'Theatre class will present An
Evening wiih .Sam · Shepard:
Four Contemporary American
Plays. The plays will run on Saturday, Dec. 6, at 8:00 p.m., and
Sunday, Dec. 7, at 2:00 p.m.
Admission for all shows is free
'although seting is limited to 200
plus per~ons.

John V. Crowe is Art Chairperson (grades K-12) within the
Scituate Public Schools, having
previously served as Art Department Head at East Bridgewater
High School. In his art, as in his
teaching and administra tion,
Mr. Crowe brings forth a strong
commitme nt .to the contempor ary. Maryjean Viano-Cro we, an
Assistant Professor of Art at
Chamberl ayne Junior College in
Boston has earned considerab le
recognitio n for her photography, very often experimen tal
in technique, and is represented
by Bromfield Gallery in Boston.
Fred Faudie, Professor of Art
at Lowell University , is a current
recipient of an Artists• Founda- .
tion Fellowship and is affiliated
With the Andover Gallery. Sarah
Suppl~, also a recipient of an
Artists' Foundatio n Fellowship,·
is represente d by the Hirschi and
Adler Gallery, NYC.
Brenda Atwood Pinardi, Professor of Art
Lowell Univer-

at

• Cont. p. 4
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TT Quick

hope that isn't the future of
rnetaL"
His playing has been deeply
affected by the legend ofRhandy
steen grabs his audience ar:.d
Rhoads, from his stage mannerholds on. but in a gentle way.
isms to his choke of axes:. GibThe guy has unbelievabie chason Les Pauls. When queried
risma. Even on three and a half
about this, Dipietro smiles and
hours of live vinyl you can feel it.
says, "Yes, I respect Rhandy
Not many artists can do that.
. extremely. I wrote the last song
I'll admit something. rm
on the album ("Siren Song'') on
really not a big Springsteen fan. I
the day he died."
never thought much of his music
until Born in the USA. And even
As mentioned previously, TT
then I couldn't really understand · spent the last two years in the
why people went crazy over his recording studio working on
music. With this releaset now I · Metal of Honor. Not a very com· mon practice for a young, relaknow. . .
Cons1dermg there are .a~out . tively unknown group. Says
40 ~ongs on the album, wntmg a· Tornillo, "We hope that our
review on the songs !hem~elves · being out of sight didn't result in
would end up lo_okmg hke a . our being out of mind. Like
novel. To some that may seem other bands we had to clear up
exciting, to others extremely some unfortunate legal rob·
bo~ing and to me, I'd get severe , lems. you gotta do whaf you
gotta do, you know?"
.
writers cramp.
But take my word for it. If
Production work for the new
you're looking for a nice present
for yourself, for Christmas or release was handled by two veteotherwise, this is definitely your rans; the legendary Eddie Krabest bet, fan or no fan. And if· mer and Rob "Wacko" Hunter
you know someone who might of Raven. There Mark heaps on
not live without this album, go , the praise. "Eddie is real intelliahead. and save a life. They'll be gent. He knows his stuff, but
happy and so will you. It'll be · even better, after working with
worth it. And if you 're looking everyone from Hendrix to Kiss
for perfect party music to usher he has some great stories." After
much laughter on that thought
in 1987, here it is.
recalls a fond memory
Tornillo
Was
Now for the big question.
it all worth it? Read the review · of recording the song "Come
again and you'll get your answer. Beat the Band."

Perfect party music to usher in 1
By

Mike O'Connor
Well it's finally here! The.
Boss• long awaited live album
has come to regular record buy··

ers rather than to just those who:
buy his· bootlegged material.
Was it worth the price of the near'
thirty dollars I paid for it? For
that answer, read on.
Words are very hard to describe this album. Like his live
shows, you have to experience it
for yourself. When the album
was released on November 10th,
it had more publicity than any
album in recent history. Sales
since its release have been phenomenal. if that"s the right word
to use for an album that reportedly sold one and a half million
copies its first day. People in the
recording industry have said the
last time this much popularity
and hype were placed on an
album was nearly twenty years
ago with the release of The Beat /es, Sergeant Peppers Lonely
Hearts Club Band. And look a1
how that album has fared!!
Can Bruce and the E Street
Band have released the album of
the eighties? Very possibly. At
least in terms of numbers when
its popularity fades. And that
could be two years from now.
Three years ago, Michael Jackson released Thriller, which to

l:TU 6,.. ,.,. .

""""~···'"'~·

Epic records and most of the
public, it was. It's now listed in
The Guinness Book of World
Records as the best selling album
of all time. Well Michael, I may
have some bad news for you.
Your reign as "best selling artist"
may soon end. I think the Boss is
going to dethrone The Gloved
One.
Columbia Records, Springsteen's record label, has released
the ultimate Boss package. And
just in time for Christmas (slight
coincidence or slick marketing?).
The album comes in a tasteful
box with Bruce on stage, guitar
in hand, black background,
footlights illuminating him like a
rock and roll god. In the box you
get five albums, {or three
cassettes or CDs, depending on
which you buy) and a lyric book,
complete with photos of the Boss
and his band throughout .their
careers.
There have been, to my
knowledge, only three great live
albums prior to this; Paul
McCartney & Wings, Wings
Over America, Cheap Trick,
Live at Budokan, and of course
the best live album of all time,
possibly till now, Peter Frampton, Frampton Comes Alive!
Well, Peter, move aside for the
Boss.
On this five record set, Spring-

•
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"I was totally ad-libbing the
mid-song rap where I drag the
·
out fr
·

p. 3

as~ for a better guy to work with.
Wacko is, weU he's Wacko!"
As the group members start to
change into their stage outfits,
Tornrno respon4s to a question
concerning. whether any vete~
ran's groups have complained
about the album title or cover
(which pictures a Congressional
medal of honor emblazoned
with the TT Quick emblem). "No
way, as a matter of fact we just
got invited to play at a Vietnam
Veteran's benefit down in Connecticut. We were definitely
pleased about that."

Drummer Erik Ferro starts
loosening up with his sticks on
anything in sight. Tornillo then
starts to express optimism at the
expected crowd response. "We
have played in Boston twice at
the Kenmore Club and found it
to be a rock and roll town: What
more can you ask for? Some are,
some ain't and Boston definitely
rocks.'"
And .rock it did. By the time
David Dipietro was smokin
through his solo on "Queen of
the Scene,.• it appeared that the
crowd was won over. Tornillo
has a vocal style that is a cross
between Ben Scott and Ronnie
James Dio. With his tattooed
biceps and tattered denim vest,
he could pass for Scott, if it
wasn't for his Ieng blonde locks,
permed a' la Dee Snider. As a
matter of fact, TT used to perform an AC/ DC tribute.

tune's slick riffing together. Very
understand what we were saying,, were two bachelors, but for the
and worthy of airimpressive
third every day someone else was·
not too much of the speech was
ask me. But even if
you
if
play,
chosen. In the past, it had been
used or needed. However; a
happen soon it's
doesn't
that
an executioner, a mud eater, the
major problem of trying to be
"Eddie's in the booth going allright with Tornillo.
By
Chumleigh's
gravedigger,and
authentic was eliminated with
what's that? What's that? He
Betsy Kelly
these speech. classes. I'm sure if dog (only dog in the realm with a liked it. I guess he never heard
According to Mark: "I say it
any~ne could not pick up this• PH.Din Economics). This final
the time and I know it sounds
all
the Honeymooners before
dialect, which was necessary to day the announcer called bache- because he's from Engl?nd."
Wednesday night, Novem
• corny, but we really enjoy what
promote authenticity, they lor number three to the stage:
ber 12th, the Student Union
we do. If we don't get the break
On the subject of the other then we don't get the break. At
"And, kind folk, bachelor
would have been fired.
Program Committee pres·
. Singing songs was another number three is ... Joey Devine, producer, Tornillo shrugs his least we 're happy and having
ented another of its Club
major part of the day because we the Prince of France." And in shoulders and says, "I couldn't fun."
Soda Co·medy Nights. The
sang during almost all the major· comes the grave digger rolling
show featured three talented
• Cont. from p. 3
scenes, including the parade at the dead Prince of France. (all
Charlie
young comedians,
States. at the International Marblue and stiff) on his cart. Mari·
the end of the day.
Hall, Mark Beres, and
Four hours a day was spen~ on. · gold is voted to marry him. exhibition at the Clark Gallery ble Exposition in Verona, Italy.
Frank Santorilli.
rehearsing how to sword fight. I kisses the· groom, and Joey (Lincoln) and continues to His gallery affiliation is with
Wednesday's show was
never did it before, but I learned· comes to life, somewhat zom.;. derive imagery from her Vene- Pucker-Safrai in Boston.
interesting and funny
tian travels•. Enrico V .. Pinardi,
All are invited' to a reception
quickly.· I guess it was because· bied out.· ·
because .each of the per~
So many stunts were pulled ou Professor of Art at Rhode Island for the artists on Monday evenone of my fantasies is to sword
formers had unique aspects
fight in combat. My arms. and fellow actors that I can't even · ~ollege. was invited in 1984 by ing .December 1, 6-9 pm. The
to the routines. Charlie Hall,
legs were tired the first week, but· · remember. I used to get part of the ltltrlian government to head a exhibition runs from Nov. 24the .first performer, studied
agility and dexterity developed my uniform stolen or my swotd, co'Q,t~ngent of ·four American Dec. 19 and gallery hours are·
at RISO, and spiced up his
without any accidents. Hand by. two jugglers;· then someone sculptors to represent the United M-F, 8 am-4 pm, (697-1359).
act with some original draw- ·
combat was great.I learned how .·else would returntheitem to·the
ings ·including his "M-TV
to kick someone's ass without Captain of the Guard, or King
flashcards". He also brought
Richard himself; and telhhem it
hurting them.
out a small electronic instruIt was all such an exciting feel-· was found in the gypsy tent,
ment, an omnichord, and
ing to create your own character where thetwelve-year olds sleep.
did impressions ·- with the
with no lines but what you l even quit the guards at the end
cover, not the instrument.
wanted,. and to improvise with· of the day one weekend, because
Mark Beres told us about
other characters and the Cl1Y honor and sense of pride was
his unique upbringing. One
audience. Sometimes, the destroyed; I became a grave
of his impressions was a
audience would try to make us digger.
reminiscence of his teacher,
The last day although it
break character or accent but
the "Rappin' Rabbi".
· rained, was the best, but saddest
few fell prey to that,
The third performer was
The· second to last weekend· The cast party at night . waf
· Frank Santorilli. Santorilli,
was notable for myself and oth- wonderful but the goodbyef
from Ohio, has been a coners because it was the last wee- were tearfully lonely. I knew I
testant on Star Search, and
a.m ~:00
kend we closed at 6 pm and held wouldn't see. many people agair
claims his alias is George
a marriage scene. That Sunday, until next year, if they returned.
.retson. His hobby to make
was in fact morbidly bizarre. and some I might never se~
extra money, used to be colBecause the Prince of France· again. I was invited to go to Chi·Iecting aluminum cans, now
(the fraud) was killed, the prin- ::ago in June, and I might just do
he collects aluminum siding.
cess had no bridgegroom. The· that, to perform of course, but I
The final Club Soda thi~
audience had to pick him, from really want· to see them again.
·semester· will ·be held in
q~~ o( t~r<1;e .b.ach~l.~~s;:rJ1e Cap- The Faire gave me. another- fam ..
December, just i'n time for a
go.C.dtain of the Guard, Black Jack ily, and .I don't want to
d · ~
b k·
...,:_1:·-~e_,~-·.:."_!_~~-~~-·~1J_...:_':~....~n_g_..:.....?:_t_e?C_:~_"JP_,_s_."·~·--, · Davy~(ilie··wangy·ma·n, "liat,ha f~: ·; 1bye Jct.friends· ahymcfre.

Soda

Invitational

Wanted: Loaders and
Unloaders. Part-time

Small package carrier has
openings for part;.time dock
workers.
Hours are Monday - Friday,

6:30 - 10:30

say

1

-9:00 p.m.

Please contact: RPSI
185 Bodwell St.
Avon, Ma. 02322
Tel. 559 - 9501
·-A-n equal opportunity employer

Thursday, November 20, 1986

I ass if ied
·
UO.PER HUNDRED PAID for
ren1~iling Ietier8 ffom home!
Send self addressed, stamped
envelope for information/ application. Associates, Box 95-B
Roselle, NJ 07203

The Comment

JANUARY VACANCY
--Off-campus. One female, double room, of student apartment.
Walking distance-also on college busline. Cail 697-7735.

CAR FOR SALE 1970 CHEVY
MAi:.HlU.excelient for inexpensive, depenable transportation
or cust_9mizing .~ 2 door coupe!ight . blue-8 cylinders-I 10,000
original miles-new exhaust and
FOR SALE:
brake systems-power steering1972 Dodge Dart.· Slant 6. 18
interior in excellent conditionMPG. Automatic transmission.
iust inspected-runs well-$1500 or
Runs good, body fair. $400 or
best offer. Call 947-3385 after 6
best offer. Please call 587-4703 if
i ntPrPt'.tPti
1973 FORD MAVERICK
Runs great--just tuned up but
TYPING, EDITING & WRIT· has a dead battery. $100. can
KNG
Expert assistance with Brian at 697-1630, nights.
term papers, resumes, cover let- DAY CARE
ters, and grant proposals. In my Plympton home. AH '
Volume discounts available. Tel. ages-meals. snacks. Pat 585583-5124
3289.

Earn extra $$$$$ I
Start at $5.37 or more depending on experienc e.
(*Rate Includes evening and weekend dlfferentla l)
Neponset
Health System has po1Hlon1 avana ...
at Norwood Hospital, Norwood, MA .. and South·
wood CommunHy Hospital In Norfolk, MA. In the
foHowlng areas:
*Outpatien t Reception ist (wm train)4:30 ... 9:30 PM
(weekdays }
· *Housekee ping Aide 6:00 ... 10:30 PM (weekdays }
*Food Service Aide
Hours vary (weekday &
weekends )

E1"\RN

NEY
FOR

COLLEG·E

LOADE RS&

*Material Handler
12:00 ... 4:30 PM (weekdays )
*Medlcal Record Clerk8:30 - 4:30 PM (Sat. & Sun.)
Laundry Worker 7:00 AM ~ 3:30 PM (Sat. & Sun . )
Flexible Hours Available

UNLOADERS
$8-9/Hour

PART-TIME
EVENINGS&
EARLY MORNING
HOURS

For more Informatio n, call 769-4000, ext. 2418 or
apply In person to Neponset Valley Health System,
Personnel Department, 8 Gulld Street, Norwood,
MA . 02062

We offer steady employment,
paid vacations and health benefits. Interviews will be held every
:.\fonday lpm-·lpm. ·

Equ•d Opportunity Employei· Female•Male1Vetcrans

Menu f,or Tilllnghas.t and G'reat Hill
BREAKFAST

X

'LUNCH

Baked Manicotti .DINNER

Cheese Pizza
Chinese Chow Mein
Chili Con Carne

Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes w/ Syrup

Steak & Cheese Sub

Baked Potato
Corn
Broccoli

Fried Rice
Tuna-Melts

F

Hot Roast Beef

.Cheese Omelet
Waffles

Mashed Potatoes
Broccoli w Cheese

s

.Eggs to Order
French Toast

·.Eggs to Order
Waffles

. M,

.T

Waffles

W

Cheese Omelet
... , French J.oast , , ,. .....
:,.··.
I'

~

It

0

~

tll

j.

i

'~

"

. . ...... , .:'.

Sauce.

Clam Chowder .
Seafood Platter
Onion Rings
Cheese Przza
Beef Noodle Soup
Pork Cutlet w/ Gravy
Stuffed Shel Is
Mashed Potatoes

Chicken No6dle Soup
Meatball Sub w/ .Redsauce
Ho:t Turke Y Sandwich
Whipped Potat~es

Cheese Ravioli
Chicken Cutlet

Beef.Vegetable Soup
Hot Pastrami on a bun
Chicken a la King
Pqt.at9 _puffs

Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes

w/ Gravy

Beef Noodle Soup
Fish Square on a Bun
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
Potato Gems

Tomato Soup
Buddy Boy on a Bun
· ~merican Chop Suey
Carrots & Peas

Cheese Omelet

Bacon

'

~andwich

· Corn Chowder
BLT Sandwich
Sheppard's Pie w/ Gravy
'~eas· .&.

Mushrooms· ;·, ·

Chicken· Noodle Soup
w/1Supreme Sauce
Parsley· Boiled Potatoes
Corn·

Tomato Soup
Baked Chicken
% lb. Hamburg w/ Bacon
French Fries
Fresh Baked Cod
Spaghetti wl Meatballs·
O'Brien Potatoes
Gt!!'lc ·s'read,

Corn Chowder
Roast Sirlo!J1 of Beef w/Gravy
Chicke_n- - Cutlet w/ Brown Gravi
.. . . · 'B;..ki..W"
t:J'o''t' .,.. ... e· ' .
,.... -_-,
• c:i. ~~ r-. ~J·O...

allr.

1

r "' · ••
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Clinic strives for "total fitness",
Anne LaDuke
Jeanne Gately iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

In the spring of 1974,
Bridgewater State College
gave support to a pilot program fostering community
service. Over the years, the
program has afforded students, from most majors on
campus, the opportunity to
volunteer their time working
with children and youth with
special needs in a clinical
physical and motor program
on Saturday mornings.
What started 12 years ago
as a pilot program to meet the
developmental and leisure
needs of twenty children, has
grown to a well established
program that now serves
some 80 children, and youths
from 37 communities in the
greater Boston, South Shore,
and Rhode Island areas.
The Clinic has proven to_ be
a satisfying experience for
students, who know that they
are helping children with spe~,.,,,_.'*"""~eds-to. reach the.ir... fub
fest potential; physically,
intellectually, emotionally
and socially.

Each Saturday morning at
7:30 a.m the children gather
at the John J. Kelly Gymnasium and Pool complex on
the campus of Bridgewater
State College. The Clinic utilizes the Olympic size swimming pool, three gymnasiums, an early childhood
intervention center, a physical fitness training reoom and
outdoor facilities. The developmental program is one of
about 50 in the country.
The Clinic program seeks
to improve the "total fitness"
of children with special needs
by enhancing their physical
and motor development. In
addition, the Clinic program
stresses the improvemnet of
self esteem by strengthening
the e"f'Otional-social aspects
of a child's life. Self esteem is
an important factor among
children and youth with special needs. All individuals
need and desire to parftclpate
with others in games, activities and sports, to perform
and to succeed in an accepts-

These unique balls help children who have difficulty jumping.
The clinician is Laura Drouin.

Group .feader Neal Pokat and CliniciafJ Susan Janow~ki.give a. , , . ,
helping hand to e child /e.arning to. w~lk the balance beam

Don't pass up an
opportunity to help
yourself while he/pi~
others!

.Cqroly~ ,fiobinsqn ,serves.as. a··mode/ to

i n_g. to ·ride a scooter board.
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mental Clinic
helps clinicians and clients!
ble manner.
1974.
Each child in the Clinic proThe Clinic is the largest
gram is assigned a student group on campus with over
clinician who, through obser- 100 student clinicians represvation and assessment, is enting· most majors on the
responsible for determining Bridgewater State College
the needs of the child. The campus. These include the
data from the assessment is following: Art, Psychology,
then utilized to develop an Biology, Recreation, Compuindividualized program that ter Science, Science, Early
addresses specific areas of Childhood, Secondary Ed.,
concern and seeks to reme- Elementary Ed., Socia! Work,
diate the needs identified.
Health Ed., Sociology, ManTo achieve the goals of agement Science, Special
each client's individual edu- Ed., Music, Speech Comm.,
cational plan, experiences Physical Eq., and Comm.
vary, but may include: Early Disorders.
Intervention, Physical FitThe Clinic is now accepting
ness, Perceptual Motor applications for the spring
Development, Basic Motor semester from all students
'Skills and Patterns, Individual interested in applying. Appliand Group Games, Aquatic cations may be obtained at
Sk,ills, Rhythmic and Dance Dr. Huber's office, room 103,
Skills, and Recreation and 1 in the Kelly Gymnasium or on
Sport Activities.
the bulletin board right out
The Clinic program is side his office.
directed by Dr. Joseph H. Won't you come down and
Huber and Professor join us in our efforts to make a
Johanne Smlthalongwlth'ten difference in the lives of the
student group leaders. special . needs cr\ildren we
Recently, Dr. Huber and his serve?
guarantee it will be
staff received the ManujU one ·of the most rewarding
Carballo Governor's award experiences of your college
for excellence in pµblic ser- career and will assistyouwith
vice whic.h is a credit to the your professional career
more than 800 students who upon graduation.
have served the Clinic·since

We

The name_ of··· the game is concentration Feedback. and reinforcement are provided by Michelle Descoteaux.

Deadline for applications
is December 19, 1986.

r htr ch/Id who is. learn-. ,

· · Eye-hand coordination and tracking are developed
help of Anja Vanhagens.

with the
,·

•'

''
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Sports

c u n

By
Jeff Sherman
Bridgewater State's Greg
Cornell, a junior from,
Harris~ille, RI, won the NCAA.
Division III Northeast
Qualifien. m cross country last .

ualif

r

Saturday at Southeastern
Massachusetts University.
Cornell finished the five mile
course in 24:38. ten seconds
ahead of the second place
finisher, John Fitzgerald of
Bates College. BSC's Tom

Ed Delgado likes Cornell's
chances this time around. ' J:f he
(Cornell) runs the way he did last
Saturday, he'll have a very good
chance of winning it an at
Last year's final was won in a Fredonia,•.• co mm en t e d
time of 24: 11, and BSC coach· .Jelgado.

Keating finished tenth overall
with a time of 25: 10.
Both Cornell and Keating
qualified for next Saturday's
NCAA Division III Finals,
which will be held in Fredonia!
Mew York.

For the women, Cheryll
Corbett, a junior from Hyannis,
finished 32nd, running the 3.1
mile course in a time of 19:00.
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II
By
Bill Bilodeau
I used to be an optimist. I strn am in many ways. The only
thing that brings out my pessimistic side is New Eng!and pro• ·
sports. Barring the Celtics, who seem to have their own four !eaf
clover factory working for them,. our pro teams have left a Ieng
By
and; minding road,· littered with broken dreams, behind them.
Mike Storey
Just for the record, I wasn't always pessimistic about our
The Bridgewater State
teams. It happened graduaHy .. Foureventsweremainfactorsin
Football Bears won the
this change of heart. The first was ten years ago, when the
MASCAC Championship
Patriots had a possible Superbowl berth taken away from them
outright this past Saturday as
by a poor officiating caH (that's right, blame the ref!). The Pats
they shut out the Framingham.
had a three-point lead with less than a minute to go against the
State Rams (13-0). The Bears
once-beaten (by New England) Oakland Raiders when defensive
ended the season with an overall
end Ray Hamilton was flagged for a phantom fourth down
record of(6-l-2)and were(4-0-I)
roughing the passer call. This kept the Oakland drive alive, and
against MASCAC opponents.
they went on to score with 10 seconds left, and win the game.
After dropping their opening
They also went on to win "our" Superbowl.
- game of the season to Curry
Three months later, barely enough time to get the TV fixed,
College, the Bears ran off eight
the Boston Bruins found themselves one game away from the
unbeaten games in a row. Thei£·
Stanley Cup finals. Awaiting them there were the mediocre New
overall record was the finest
York Rangers, hardly an obstacle at all. But there was a catch: to
since the reinstatement of
get there, the Bruins had to defeat the dreaded Montreal Canadifootball at BSC in 1960.
-··""'~~-,,-..,.,,. .,.i,_a..,,n-s-.-·"wa'
.
S'"'v·rne"sevehtn game ·c,r a 'series that Boston really
In the fin a I e again st .
shouldn•t have been so close to winning. The Canadians were in
Framingham State, the Bears
the midst of four straight Cup victories and were easily the better·
got on the board early as kicker
team. The Bruins actually controlled the game from the outset
. Gary Camarillo nailed a 19-yard - It's lonely at the top
and led 3-2 late in the third period. But wait! Suddenly there
field goal after a Jack Quinlan
Bridgewater's Greg Cornell in the lead at the NCAA
fumble recovery. Following a
were seven Bruins playing against six Canadians, a definite·
no-no. Sure enough, a two-many-men'.'"on-the-ice penalty was .
Mike Gallagher interception at Northeast qualifiers. Photo by Greg Rodrigues
called, and during the. ensuing power,.play, Montreal's Guy
the BSC one-yard line, the Bears
Lafleur tied the game at three. Naturally, they went on to win in
marched 99 yards in 15 plays
overtime; and todefeatNewYor.kinfourstraightfortheStanley
culminated by a 5-yard TD run
Cup.
by Dan Kelly. Camarillo put the
The next great disappointment came on Oct. 2, 1978, Does the
game out of reach in the second By
on defense. His credits include
name Bucky Dent mean anything to you? Actually, that hearthalf, splitting the uprights with a Jeff Sherman
52 tackles, ten and one-half
breaking loss is not what got to me--it was the fourteen game
22-yard PG. The Bears defense
In the view of most football sac}cs and two fumble recoveries.
lead that the Sox blew late in the season that did it. Thatone,
was in the Rams backfield most fans, it's the offense that stands Doug's biggest game ca:rn.e
winner take all, playoff game between the two best teams in
of the day, recording seven QB out in one's mind. This is proba- against Nichols College; when he
baseball, was just the capper. By that time, the Yankees had an
sacks.
blytrueofthe Bridgewater State recorded ten tackles, five and
equal shot at winning the division. It was in early August, when
After the game, coach Peter Bears Football tea~ which has .one-half sacks and one fumble
the odds were heavily In Boston'sfavorthat the Sox should have
Mazzaferro was ecstatic over the some big of£ensive. producers of recovery. Then again, Doug has
put it away. Incidentally, the '75 Sox are not on. my list simply
win andtheseason. "You have to its Qwn.
, a big game every time out, rushbecause they didn't choke-they went as far as their talent and
give these .kids a lot of credit.
Tak:e .tailback Frank Denni- ing into the pocket to chase the
hearts would allow, 'and were beaten by a much better team.
They came to play every son's 619 yards rushing on 142 quarterback out or throw hhn to
After these three blows to my loyalty, I wa&jaded for life...;_or
Saturday. The team got carries, good for five TDs; or the ground.
so I thought. Last January, however, I found myself rooting Qn
outstanding leadership from its loolC at kicker Gary Camarillo,
Junior cornerback Gary Lane
the Patriots in their hopeless quest for aSuperbowl of their;very
tri~ptain:s- 'Bob Fries; Doug -who is 12 of 16 in field goal has 48 tackles and three intercep:..
own. Theydidn'tgetit,buttheygavemereasontobeanoptimist
Barnard, and John Mitchell. attempts and has a perfect :ions. Against Worcester State
again: f the Pats could be so successful, any team could . .This
They really motivated the record in 16 PATs. Thesearethe Gary won the game for Bsc
enthusiasm· stayed. with me as the Celtics won yet another NBA
younger guys both in practice type of players that a football fan when he returned a fourthChampionship, and the Red Sox coasted to the AL East title.
and games all season long."
recognizes. The average fan quarter interception 25 yards for
Then: the Sox staged a comeback for the American League
Another key to the Bears' knows more about Craig James, a touchdown.
Pennant! They even took a 3-2 lead into the sixth game of the
success was Gary Camarillo, Tony Eason and Stanley MorSophmore linebacker Brian
World Series, and led 5-4 in the tenth inning with two outs and
who is BSC's all-time leading gan than about.Andre Tippett or Jones has 52 tackles, two sacks
two strikes on New York's Mookie (Mookie?) WilsQn. Every
punter and field goal kicker. Raymond Clayborn on the New and four futnble recoveries. Felreason to celebrate yet another Boston triumph, right? No more
"Gary has been a weapon for us. England Patriots:
low linebacker Roger Sumpter
pessimists. We'd allagree that the Sox came through for us now.
the. last three years. He's won
And ·at BSC, the same is true has accumulated 50 tackles,. two
Then that familiar pain started again. You know the one I
many a ball game for us with his in some cases.
sacks and one fumble recovery
. mean, when the· knife in your back is slowly twisted back and
leg. I believe he's a legitimate
Senior defensive tackle Bob
This list could go on and. on~
forth.
Division I kicker. We were very Fries currently has 87 .tackles There are many. more. Players
Manager John McNamara's decision not to substitute for Bill
fortunate to get him here at and 11 quarterback sacks. that deserve credit for big ga:rn.e
Buckner along with the .total. collapse of Boston's bullpen,
Bridgewater State;"
Against Maine Maritime, Bob or big plays. The point is t.ha~
eventualiy led to the New York Mets being crowned champions
After the game Saturday the was definitely one major reason since the first game of the seaso
of the. baseball world.
Bears foo'tball team awarded the why the· second leading NEFC the d.efense has played tough Cl~
so that's. it. No more hoping and praying for me. I'm now a
game ball to coach Mazzaferro team in offense· couldn't score. consistently. They deserve a 1
confirmed pessimist. A rational, intelligent person can only be
as it was his first championship Bob had 12 tackles, three sacks of credit for the eight ga:::
duped so many times before he catches ori.
in twenty-one years at and recovered a fumble in what unbeaten streak the Bears cur. By the way, how about thatPats game Sunday? Can.you
Bridgewater. A fitting was probably his best game of rently own.
·
·believe they actually were on the winning side of a game like
conclusion to the best season the season.
After all, it's the job of' th
tbat1 l:O'oks•like"this mightbe ·our year;.;· · · ·-- ·· ·-. --, ...· .. -. ·. ,.e\rer for' 'Btidgewat'er' State' '>Senior· defensive ·end1 •Doug defe~se·,to keep us,firom· rec · e
' .• · · • .· · ·" · ~ ~ · · · ·· · · ··.- · · ·
- · ,·
· ··
-·. ~ ~~o.ot~~U~
i ' ,- "
'
·
~I. ;~~n~rd i's'a:lnother b~~pt;ly,man' .. nizing.ihe .Oppone·nts~ names 0 ~--
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Bears' defense shines
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Supplement to The Comment

Lady Eiears continue the "Pride and Tradition"
Bo Ruggiero had a summer to
contemplate what has happened
to his Lady Bears team. The
double-whamm y they suffered
to national champions Salem
State College and the University
of Southern Maine in the NCAA
Northeast Regional Tournament last season sat in his mind
Bo Ruggiero
this summer,
does not like endihg a season
with a loss. But it is now in the·
past, and he must think about
this season.Like fine champagne, he has fine-tuned a ball
club with promise, hope, and a.
winning drive which could lead
them into a fifth consecutive·
post-season tournament bid.
When the Lady Bears open
their regular season tommorr.ow
night against Curry College in
Milton, Massachusetts, Bo Ruggiero will put five ladies on the
court who must work together as
a team. But the whole team is not
five players, according to the
veteran coach and college

for

looks to this season with expec-·
tation. "It's early to tell how well
we11 do on the court, but. .. I
think will we can be a winning
team this season."
Meanwhile returning for her
second season is forward-center
Lynn Malkasian. The WBIMFM "Rookie of the Year" last
season led the ball club in
rebounding last season, and was
always there in the big games.
She will this season have some
much needed help as Bridgewater gets its Christmas gift
early, a legitimate six-foot cen- .
ter. Freshman Mary Cawley,
who will start this season, brings
her 6'0"frame up front with Malkasian moving to offensive forward. Ruggiero stated in a
interview with WBIM's Tony
Fagen, Malkasian will truly have
to again "learn a new position
this year, but will give the team a
strong up front status."
Other players returning this
season include Carolyn Bouzan,
M*'t!illl-~i1B.ft0fM,t~i,.1~,

act, and it wlll show on the court,:

off the court, and in the class~ ·
room. We're no slouches." He
should very well know. With an
86-21 record behind him~ along
with the strength of his players,
the Lady Bears have been a
power to be reckoned with.
This season, tri-captains
JoAnn Runge, Fran Leeman,
and Lori Boylan, will head up a
pressing offense and clamp
defense of young women who
have and will mature under the
guidance of Ruggiero and assistant coach Dee Dee Enabenter.
Runge, a former star at North
Quincy High, has starred on her
own here at Bridgewater. Named
ECAC "Rookie of the Year" in
1984, she has been named a
three-time conference all-star,
and a two-time ECAC all-star.
She will help to pick up where
all-time leading scorer Carolyn
Parsley left in 1985-1986. Last
season Runge added to her scoring records the school record for

•••••1•1•1

••

son due to hardship. "It ha
nothing to do with the team,''
according to Ruggiero. "She was
forced to handle some 'personal
affairs' last season, but we. are
glad to have her back." Also
returning is Kate Hartley, a S7"
forward who has improved
greatly since arriving to the ball
club. Her play in last season's
shocker of Salem State at the
O'Keefe Athletic Center helped
Bridgewater maintain its bid for
the NCAA tournament. Sopho~
more guard Kelly Scherber will
also get to see some action, to
help pick up on the scoring.
As for the rookies, two stand
out for academic as wellas
athletic prowness. Kerry'
McGovern and Katrina Antonellis come to Bridgewater as
Boston Globe All-Scholastic
players last season. The treesome of Cawley, McGovern, and
Antonellis are expected to see
action almost immediately.
So as the men have a tough
;~~~d.iU~, .· ..so do the women.

Bridgewater is a team some in
the division shudder to think
about, othem want to play. In
the MASCAC Conference, there
arch-rival Salem State holds the
national championship this season, and despite losing Evie
Oquendo, they have strengthened their lineup with returnees Beth Kapnis and Ann
Bretinwiescher. Former player
Mary Brown is now an assistant
coach to Tim Shea. Meanwhile
the Bears outside the conference
have strong opponents in Southern Maine, Clark University,
and Eastern Connecticut. The
Ladies will travel before the
break to Purchase, NY. for the
Manhattanville College Tournament, a prestigieous tournament, and one the team looks
forward to. It will be a test on the
team's strength especiall in a
hotly contested Northeast
NCAA region.
The pride_ and the tradition
continues ... and ages like fine
champagne, which may flow this
season at last.

Men look to settle a few scores from 1986
Considering everything that leader underneath the basketball Conference.
Boston State College, and a Southern Maine, the latter a
This season's other returnees player on several championship newcomer in the their second
must happen with a basketball as well as on the bench. Lopes .
program nowadays in college, returns as one of two senior play- battling for the other remaining teams, brings experience to the year of NCAA sanctioned play.
Bridgewater State College must ers on the roster, along with for- spots are John Dillman and porgram. He culminated his During the holiday break, the
high school coaching career by Bears will bid bienvenue au
be doing something right some- ward Jeff Barry (Greene, N. Y.). Mike Saporito at po~il.t-guard,
where in its game plan, both on The 5'10" off-guard from New and Chuck Jaehnig, Rob Pimen- being named Boston Globe Div- Montreal, Quebec, Canada~ as
and off the court. The outlook of Bedford is quick up the court, tal and Jeff Barry competing up ision III Coach of the Year in they compete in the Concordia
College Basketball Tournament.
'
1986.
keeping student athletes as well and can easily pick off the ball front.
Two other newcomers have
The Bears have always had a Facing some tough opponents
as students is not easy. Most from his opponent's hands. He
student-athletes drop out early led the ball club in steals last sea- impressed coach Champagne. perennially tougher schedule from the Canadian IntercolleScituate's John Wilson and and this season is no exception. giate Athletic Union will be
in their careers and never finish son with 49.
·four consecutive years as a
Meanwhile it's still up for Stoughton's Joe Barboza are key, Non-conference wise, the Bears beneficial, and promising for the
player. Not so for coach Mark grabs in the. center position. Jun- players in making up the team. face tough action against Bab- club.
Chapagne and the Bridgewater ior Rich Maguire is expected Manager Jeff Dawson likes the son College (W.ellsley, ·MA.),
Bears. And ·certainly not so with back in January. after sufferering team, and finds good signs in this Plymouth State College, NH., .
college president Dr. Gerard a knee ·injury which has forced year's ball club. ·~we can make . Southeii'st.ern Massachusetts
Indelicato. "We produce student hii;n temporarily to sit on the the tournament, I know it. We've University, and the University of
athletes, not just students or not sidelines. ·coach . Champagne got a good ball club, and the
just athletes," was the key phrase says his progress is going well. (camaraderie) has been excelthe president pointed out at a "He suffered an injury to the lent...the best since I came here
recent press luncheon held for muscles in behind his knee, and (1984)." Champagne agrees.
"I think if we can reverse some
the basketball team. The point has (some) bone chips on the
the close. losses we had last
of
going
is
was well echoed by Chapagne cap. But his progress
and play well in the con-· Preview Issue Editor
season,
in
back
him
Penexpect
Steve
well... and we
and his co-captains.
we can get into the tourference,
come
Anthony Fagen
will
Lopes.
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January."
denza and
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veteran
The
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into
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January
This year's Bears
Corresponcfents
Anthony Fagen
takes to the court tommorrow in the MASCAC and will make coach knows all well that in the
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to
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1987 season. Coming off a 13-11 strong back~up center coming up .the NCAA Division III ChamWBIM-FM
record last season, seven vete- on his shoulder in freshman Jim pionships with a record of 22-3.
The Comment
rans lead this Bears squa~ into Way . from Medway High A repeat season could be in the
The NCAA News
basketball battle. Co-Captains School. Champagne feels this 1 offing for Champagne.
He will have a new assistant
will help is veteran junior center
forward Steve Pendenza and
.guard Steve Lopes lead that list · itnprove. The freshman will working along side. of. him this The Bridgewater Bears Basketball Preview is a prouduction o/The
of veterans returning. Pendenza, likely get some good playing . season. Former Medfield High Comment student newspaper ofBridgewater State College, Bridgea hard running junior from Eve- minutes early in the season, and head coach Joe Farroba moves water, Massachusetts.· All material contained may not be repro.:
rett was second. in' scoring· fl'J.O · wHl learn the ·ropes of playing ·fr.om the.interscholas ticJevel to ·duced without the expressed written permission· o[The C~mm~1:1t:
points. per game) and .third in . DiYision HI' m~n'Lbask~tbaU .. Division III action fort~~ ffr~t' in care. of.the Editor~in-.Chief, Jltidgewater .Sta~e, Collf!ge, !J!{dge.., '
especially ;in . the MASC~~ . : time.' i;'orrob~; a ·gra~uate gf · '
1rebounds (7.5 per game), is a
water•. MC1$s~chr.tsetts 02Ji4.
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Results

-1

ers

(13-11)
Curry College 58 ............... .......... BSC 55
Southern Maine 78 ............... ........ BSC 59
BSC 64 ............... ... Rhode Island College 62
BSC 75 ............... ...... Suffolk University 70
BSC 83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Roger Williams 59
Eastern Nazarene 77 ............... ....... BSC 70
BSC 85 ............... .... Anna Maria College 72
Westfield State 71 ............... ......... BSC 62
BSC 73 ............... ........ U-Mass/ Boston 65
Framingham State 63 .........•....• ...... BSC 62
BSC 63 ............... ..... North Adams State 60
Southeastern Mass. Univ. 83 .............. BSC 68
BSC 97 ............... ........ Worcester State 77
BSC 86 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nichols College 57
Salem State 81 ............... ........... BSC 80
Fitchburg State 75 ............... ........ BSC 58
BSC 80 ............... .......... Curry College 68
BSC L3 .•..•.........• ......... Westfield State 65
BSC 88 ............... ...... Framingham State 74.
BSC 59 ............... ..... North Adams State 58
BSC 85 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth State 80
Worcester State 71 ...•...••••..•• .•.•.... BSC 61
Salem State 85 ............... ........... BSC 81
Fitchburg State 101 ............... ....... BSC 86

Joe Barboza
Jeff Barry
Dennis Conway
John Dillman
Joe Finn
Chuck Jaehnig
Eric Jaundoo
Mike Lawn
Steve Lopes
Rich Maguire
Steve Pendenza
Robert Pimental
Mike Saporito
Henry Staines
Jim Way
John Wilson

<1'
F
F

5'10"
6'4"
6'3"
5'9"
6'1"
6'5"
6'0"
6'3"
5'10"
61911
6'3"
6'4"
5'10"

Fr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So,
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So.

F
G

6 2"

Fr.
Fr.

c

So.

G

1

6'10"
5'11"

G
G

F/C
G

G/F
G

c
F

G/F

Stoughton
Greene, NY
Everett
Bridgewater
West Roxbury
Quincy
Dorchester
\Vatertown
New Bedford
Cranston, RI
Everett
Fairhaven
Housatonic
West Roxbury
Medway
Scituate

Trainers: Neal Pokat and Cara Rintala
Team Manager: Jeff Dawson

Records: 13-11 overall; 5-7 MASCAC Conference

Head Coocli;~Pfo~
·Mark Champagne

The Schedule

.Home games in boldface
Nov. 21 ............... ......•. Curry College 8:00
Nov. 22 ........ ~ ........... Southern Maine 7:30
Nov. 25 ............... .. Rhode Island College 7:30
Dec. 2 ...... •• ... ; ...•.... Suffolk- University 8:00
Dec. 5 / 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Roger-Williams Tournament
BSC /Ea.stem Nazarene
Roger Williams/ Wentworth

Dec. -10 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • .. . . . . Babson Coilege . ·7: 30

Jan. 9I IO • • . . • . . . . • . . • • . • • • • • • Con~ordia College
Tournament in Montreal, Capada
BSC/ McGill University
Concordia College/ Ottawa
Jan. 13 ............... .... * Westfield State 8:00
Jan. 15 . : ..........•..•. •.. U-Mass/Boston 8:00
Jan. 17 ................ . * Framingh~m State. 8:00
Jan. 19 .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . * North Adams State 7:00
Jan. 22 ...•...•... Southeastern Mass. Univ~ 8:00
Jan. 27 . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . * Worcester State 8:00
Jan. 29 ................ ..... Nichols College 8:00
Jan. 31 .......•....... ....... *.Salem State 4:00
Feb. 3 •.......•...... ..... * Fitchburg State 8:00
Feb. 5 ••..•....••.•• ......... Curry College
Feb. 7
* Westfield State
Feb. 10
• Framingham State

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

14

16
18
20

8:00
8:00
8:00
............... ..... Plymouth State 6:00
.....••.•..•.•• ..• * Worcester State 8:00
................ ....... * Salem State 8:00
.
* Fitchburg State 8:00
H

••••••••••••••••

24 ........... ~ ...

* North Adams State

7:30

Head Coach Mark Champagne enters his fourth season at the helm of the Bridgewater State men's basketball program. The former captain and all-sta~ gu8:rd
played for the Southeastern Massachusetts U mvers1ty
Corsairs, and graduated from SMU in 1978.
His coaching credentials prior to Bridgewater
included stints at Boston University and Southeastern
Massachusetts University. He joined the Bridgewater
Bears staff as head coach at the beginning of the 19831984 season.
_
Last season brought a 'successful, winning season for
Champagne as the Bears ended their season at 13-11.
The coach· is very positive about the Bears being a
MASCAC Conference contender this season.

Assistant Coach Profile
·Joe Farroba
Assistant Coach Joe Farroba enters his initial season
as an assistant to Mark Champagne. The former head
coach at Medfield High School (3 years) he has enjoyed
great succ~ss·withhis teams.Last yearw~s capped off by
his being named Boston Globe Division III Coach ofthe
Year.
. · A graduate ofBoston State ~ollege and an o~tstan~
. ln$ player on several. championship teams, Joe will
bnng a .great deaLof experience to the program.

·Thursday, NovembeJ 20, 1986.
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The Lady Bears of 1986
The Players

1985-1986 Results
(21-6)

Katrina Antonellis
Stacey Belton
Carolyn Bouzan
Lori Boylan
Maru Cawley
Janet DiGirolamo
Kate Hartley
Fran Leeman
Daryl Isles
Kerry McGovern
Kathy Malkasian
Lynn Malkasian
Karen Runge
JoAnn Runge
Kelley Scherber

5'8"
5'll"
5'10"
5'4"
6'0"
5'5"
5'8"
5'6"
5'9"
5'4"
5'8"
5'10"
5'8"
5'6"
5'6,,

Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
So.

F
Newton
F
Worcester
F/C Holbrook
G
Norwood
F/C West Roxbury
G
Pembroke
F
Wrentham
F
Haverhill
F
Peabody
G
Bedford
F
Oxford
c Oxford
G
Quincy
G
Quincy
G
Dedham

Trainers: Pat Codeiro and Yoshitaka Ando
Team Manager: Ann LaDuke

----=Read Coach Profile
Head Coach Bo Ruggiero enters his fifth season at the
helm of the Lady Bears basketball team. A man, who
has achieved success on the interscholastic and intercollegiate level? co~bined with his inne~ ability to ~om
municate with his players, enters this season with a
record of 86 wins and 21 losses over the four years he has
been here at Bridgewater.
During this year's campaign he should reach anoth7r
milestone in his coaching career as he looks to wm
number I 00 ·in college basket ball. Bo also reached this
coveted milestone as a varsity men's coach at Medfield
High School.
During the past four seasons he has brought to
Bridgewater four NCAA Division III tournament
appearances and two Ma~sach?setts ~tate College
Athletic Conference championships. This season they
hold the title with NCAA National Champion Salem
State College. He has been selected twice as "Coach of
the Year," jn his initial season by his fellow coaches
(New England Women's Basketball Coaches Association) and during 1984-1985 by Converse, Incorporated
as the Northeast District winner.
A graduate of Boston University and Boston Sf~te
College, he is in his fourth year as Director of Athletics
for Bri~gewater ~tate College.

Assistant Coach Profile
Dee Dee Enabenter
.

;.

(

Assistant Coach Dee Dee Enabeitter is entering her
fourth year as an assistant coach after having played
here at Bridgewater for four years. A former captain
under Bo Ruggiero she also serves as head softbaII
coach and staff assistant in the athletic department.

I

BSC 53 ......................... Curry College 28
Southern Maine 76 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . BSC 74 (2 OT)
BSC 85 ................•. Rhode Island College 73
BSC 73 ....•..... ·. . . . • . . . . Eastern Connecticut 49
BSC 66 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Eastern Nazarene College 34
BSC 75 • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . Roger Williams 49
Kean College, N.J. 74 ....•....•.......•.. BSC 64
BSC 83 ................... Worcester Poly-Tech 43
BSC 81 .....•...•...•..... Castleton State, VT. 43
BSC 73 .................•....•. Westfield State 58
BSC 77 ................ U-Massachusetts/ Boston 32
BSC 59 ...•••••.•••.•.•••••• Framingham State 32
BSC 74 .•.•••••••••...••••• North Adams State 40
BSC 63 .........•.... Southeastern Mass. Univ. 53
BSC 73 .•....•..•.•.......•••. Worcester State 58
Salem State 68 ..•.• ·...................... BSC 50
BSC 80 . • . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . .. • . . . Fitchburg State 46
Clark University 76 ..........•.....•..... BSC 47
BSC 71 ......................•. Westfield State 63
BSC 73 .........•........•.. Framingham State 45
BSC 81 .•••••••• .' ••.•••.••• North Adams State 44
BSC 65 . . . . . • • • . • . • • . . . . • • • • . • Plymouth State 60
BSC 87 ...•.......••.......... Worcester State 48
BSC 69 .••••••••••• ·• • • • • • • Salem State College 60
BSC 83 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fitchburg State 47
NCAA Division III Northeast Regional Tournament
Salem State 58 ........................... BS.C 47
Southern Maine 59 .•.•....••.•••.. ·..••.•• BSC 55
Records: 21-6 overall; 11-1 MASCAC Conference

Co-Champions - MASCAC Conference

The Schedule
Home games in boldface
Nov. 21 ...•.................. Curry College 6:00
Nov. 22 .................•.. Southern Maine 5:30
Nov. 25 ............... Rhode Island College 7:30
Dec. 2 .................... Eastern Nazarene 6:00
Roger Williams 7:00
Dec. 4 ..........
Dec. 6 / 7 . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . ManhattanviIIe College
Tournament
BSC /Nazareth
Manhatta11ville /Hartwick
Dec.9 .....•.....•....... Worcester Poly-Tech. 7:00
Jan. 10 . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . .. . . Amherst College 4:00
Jan. 13 .••.•••.•..•.... ~ . . * Westfield· State 6:00
Jan. 15 ••..•.•.••....•..... U-:Mass/Boston 5:30
Jan. 17 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * Framingham State 6:00
Jan. 19 •.•.• , •••.•...• * North Adams State 5:00 ·
Jan. 22 •.•...•.•.. Southeastern Mass. Univ. 6:00
Jan. 24 ••••..•.•.•..... Western Connecticut 4:00
Jan. 27 •.•...•.••....•... • Worcester State 6:00
Jan. 31 .••••••••••.•.....•... * Salem State 2:00
Feb. 3 ..•••..•. ~ .......... * Fitchburg State 6:00
Feb. 5 ••••••••••••...••••.. Clark University 6:00
Feb. 7 .................... * Westfield State 6:00
Feb. 10 .•.•••.....· ....... * Framingham State '6:00
Feb. 14 . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth State 4:00
Feb. 16 ••• .' •••.•••••••••• *Worcester State 6:00
Feb; 18 .•.•..•........•...... • Salem State 6:00
Feb. 20 •••••.........• ~ ... * Fitchburg State 6:00
Feb. 24 .••.•••.•...•.• * North Adams State 5:30
<o
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WBIJ\1-FM begins fifteenth broadcast season

Continuing and breaking traditional ground on the air
The traditions of college basketball continue at Bridgewater
State Co!iege, and the radio
voice of the Bridgewater Bears,
WBIM-FM, will continue this
season to provide the best in basketball action this season.
WBIM's new motto-Breakin g
Ground-has also occured with
their staff as well.
Returning for his second full
year as play-by-play broadcaster
of Bridgewater Bears Basketball
is Sports Director Anthony
Fagen. Joining the staff in 1984,
Fagen has provided the listeners
in Bridgewater with the best in
sports broadcasting and sports
information. He was a past editor of The Cornmem, and has
headed the sports department at
WBJM since February, 1985.
His major goal of providing
the best in coverage has come
through so far amongst his
peers, as well as other radio stations, which have listened with
great interest in the play-by-play
of the Plymouth, Massachusetts
resident.
"I look for the key things in a
ball game, not something that's
going to boor someone to death,
or sound like a Johnny YouKnow-Who. I have a lot of
!e:sp~i:t. f~n tht?..P~Q!~~m~ .!l~t~~."',.,;
and l intend to give it 100% everytime I'm on the air."

Meanwhile, another staff
member at WBIM Sports is
receiving prominence as well.
Mansfield resident Pamela
Hardy, a Staff Associate, and
full-time broadcaster for the
sports department will be providing updates and special
reports on college and high
school basketball throughout
the season on WBIM. Hardy,
one of the only full-time female
broadcasters working Massachusetts State College Athletic
games, has been a member of the
staff since 1985, and was promoted this year to a full-time
broadcaster.
A Theater Arts major here at
Bridgewater, she is not only
'"breaking ground, but stereotyped traditions as well" accord'ing to Fagen. Hardy says of her
role at WBIM, "I'm up here just
having fun. Just being at the
game, whether I'm doing statistics, broadcasting, or engineering, I feel my role is just as
important as anyone elses in that
broadcast booth. I'm not up here
because I'm a woman~ I'm up
here because I want to be. I have
a lot of fun doing this, and I'm
learning more and more about
my voice, and what I must do to
p~u~stjt;.:: . . ..;...~.... ,.,.,,,, ,.
.·-Fagen agrees. "Her role that
of being a person ready to do

JoAnn Runge: (5'7", Sr. Guard) JoAnn has been a
perennial all-star since coming to BSC. The ECAC
"Rookie of the Year" in 1984. she has since been named
a MASCAC ('84, 85, and 86} and ECAC {'85 and 86)
all-:star during her career. Add to that list of achievements the BSC record for assists in a season (204). A
co-captain for this year's team, JoAnn is the catalyst of
the Lady Bears offense.

Bridgewater State Athletics

anything whenever it's neces.;·
sary. She's having fun, and she's
one of the best we've got. I'm all
for her being here and l '11 stand
by not just her, but the rest of my
staff as well."
Fagen partner for the broadcasts this year is Geoff Hassard.
The 2nd year freshman girls
coach at fvfansfield High School
is a member of the college's
Athletic Fee Committee along
with Fagen. "It's good to have
him aboard, espeeially this season where we lost a good set of
color commentators from graduation and transfer. I know
we11 work well together this season. We look forward to it."
WBIM will begi'n its broadcasts on November 25th as the
men play Rhode Island College
at the Kelyy Gymnasium .. The
pre~game show will start at 7: 15
p.rn., with the tap-off coming at
7:30 p.m. The rest of the schedule includes:
December 2: Women vs.
E.N.C., 5:45, Men vs. Suffolk
7:45; December 9: Women vs.
W.P.I., 6:45; December 10: Men
vs'.. Bab~on, 7: J5: January 24:
Women "vs:'"'~'.~ecticut, 3~45~ January 27: Bt1.u'b1e; ·
header vs. Worcester State 5:45;
January 31: Doubteneaaefitt""'"'";'11;\,,,"-"."'
Salem Suite,
February 5:
.-::;
Women vs. Clark, 5:45, Men vs.
Curry, 7:45; February 10: Doubleheader vs. Framingham
State, 5:45; February 18: Doubleheader vs. Salem State, 5:45;
and February 20: Doubleheader
vs. Fitchburg State, 5:45.

·we're On the Move!!

The intercollegiate athletic varsity athletic program at Bridgewater State College encompasses a wide range of eighteen different sports for men and women.
The program has been developed to meet t~e ne~ds, interests, and capabili~ies
of all students at Bridgewater State College. It ts a vital part of the total collegiate
experience.
The teams compete under the umbrella of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA). In addition to fielding teams in Division III of the NCAA,
Bridgewater State College is a member of the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference (ECAC), and the Massachusetts State College Athletic Conference (MASCAC). Bridgewater's teams in 1985-1986 achieved success in conference play
winning honors in a number of sports. In 1986, Bridgewater S~ate College was
awarded the Smith Cup by the Massachusetts State College Athletic Conference for
their excellence in athletics during the 1985-1986 regular season.

Pre~ident. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Gerard Indelicato

Vice President of Student Services ........... ........... ....... David Deep
Director of Athletics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bo Ruggiero
Associate Director of Athletics . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mary Lou Thimas
Sports Information Director ........... ....... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . Michael Storey
Assistant Sports Information Director .......•... ........... .. Jeff Sherman
Staff Assistant ............ ... ·•.......... .•......... . : .. Andrea Enabenter
Athletic Trainer ............ ..•..•..... .......... Matthew Gerken, M.A. T.
Athletic Equipment Manager ..••....... ............ ......... Mike O'N~~ll
Colors ..........• ............ ........•.• .••....... Scarlet Red and Wh1 e
Nickname ........... ........... ........... •...... • ........... .... Bears
Stadium ...•....... ............ ....... Edward Swenson Field (3,000 seats)
Field House ............ ............ . John J. Kelly Gymnasium (1,00Q seats)
Other Athletic Facilities ............ ..•.. ~ .... Pool, Track, 16 Tennis Courts
Conference Affiliations .... NCAA, ECAC, MASCAC, New England Football
Conference
Radio Station . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . WBIM;_ FM 91.5 Stereo, Bridgewater
. School Paper............ ... ~ ..•... The Comment, Bridgewater State College
Athl~~ic Department Phone ..........•• ~ ............ ........ (617) 697-1352

